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Introduction
The important increase of computational power to implement
phylogenetic algorithms and the great deal of data specially
provided by molecular investigations have promoted an
extraordinary development of explicit methods for phylogenetic
inference [27]. These methods have been applied to a broad
range of studies, from population genetics to the evolution of
macromolecules, and particularly, to the reconstruction of
the evolutionary history of organisms [20]. However, these
phylogenetic reconstruction methods are limited by the
incomplete knowledge of the evolutionary history of organisms
under study, and therefore, it is necessary to ask how reliable
these methods are for the inference of real processes which
have occurred during the history of life.
There are two ways to answer this question: by the
assessment of the accuracy of phylogenetic reconstruction via
direct observation of the evolutionary history of organisms
(experimental phylogenetics) and by the computational
simulation of phylogenies. Because evolutionary history usually
cannot be observed directly, the assessment of phylogenetic
methods has mainly relied on simulation of phylogenies.
Numerical simulations assume a particular model of evolution
and then generate characters according to the model and to a
given phylogeny in order to test the different phylogenetic
methods. However, the assumption of an evolutionary model
includes gross simplifications of a complex biological process,
which constitutes the major limitation of this approach [17].
The analysis of known phylogenies cannot be performed
with complex DNA-based organisms that undergo little genetic
differentiation. In contrast, the high number of generations per
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Summary Phylogenetic reconstruction methods are subject to two types of
limitations: our knowledge about the true history of organisms and the gross
simplification implied in the numerical simulation models of the relationships between
them. In such a situation, experimental phylogenetics provides a way to assess the
accuracy of the phylogenetic reconstruction methods. Nonetheless, this capacity is
only feasible for organisms in which replication and mutation rates are high enough
to provide valuable data. On the other hand, experimental phylogenetics also provides
insights on the main evolutionary processes acting on viral variability under different
population dynamics. Our study with the foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV)
strongly suggests that the phylogenetic reconstruction methods can infer erroneous
phylogenies due to nucleotide convergences between isolates belonging to different
experimental lineages. We also point out that the diverse evolutionary mechanisms
acting in different experimental dynamics generate alterations and change the
frequencies of genetic variants, which can lead to the misinterpretation of the real
evolutionary history.
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year of viruses, the limited sequence space of the viral genomes,
their extremely large population sizes and their higher
mutational rates permit the manipulation of viral lineages in
the laboratory through thousands of generations per year, thus
making experimental phylogenetic studies feasible [16]. As
such, experimental phylogenetics has been possible by either
the reconstruction of known phylogenies of strains whose
history has been recorded, or by the manipulation, under
controlled experimental conditions, of viral lineages [3, 4, 16].
RNA viruses are characterized by an extremely high
mutation rate, which in addition to the other characteristics
common to DNA viruses (huge population numbers, short life
cycles, and low complexity), make them very suitable models
for the study of experimental evolution [25], including of course,
experimental phylogenetics.
In the present study, our main goal was not only to test the
accuracy of the phylogenetic inference methods to reconstruct
the known experimental evolutionary history of a RNA virus,
the foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), but also to
characterize the evolutionary processes acting on viral variability
under different population dynamics.
Work performed
Cells, viruses and infections The initial FMDV clone 
(C-S8c1) was subjected to different experimental procedures
that could be classified in massive and plaque-to-plaque
transfers (Fig. 1). Massive passages were carried out in either
persistent or cytolytic infections of BHK-21 cells, and in the
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the experimental evolutionary history of the foot-and-mouth disease virus. p/p, p/m, p/scpi and 1p/lytic indicate plaque-to-plaque transfers,
massive passages, passages of the supernatant of persistently infected cells, and 1 cytolytic infection, respectively. Massive passages were performed by the
infection of 5 × 106 BHK-21 cells with a multiplicity of infection of 1 particle per cell (m*) or of 0.04 particles per cell (m**) or by infection of 2 × 108 cells
with a multiplicity of infection of 1 particle per cell (m***). SD6 indicates the treatment with antibody SD6 against antigenic site A within protein VP1
presence or absence of monoclonal antibody SD6. The original
clone C-S8c1 and its derivative C-S8c1p113 (obtained after
113 massive passages) were subjected to plaque-to-plaque
transfers giving rise to the clones of the series P and H,
respectively. Marls was derived from the C-S8c1p213 clone,
isolated upon 100 passages of C-S8c1p113, and further passed
in the presence of antibody SD6. P100 clones were isolated
upon 60 cytolytic infections of VR100 followed by 40 massive
passages with different infection multiplicity, giving place to
isolate groups P100L and P100S. Similarly, HR and Rp99
were massively passed to obtain isolates HRp100 and Rp146,
respectively.
cDNA synthesis, PCR amplifications and nucleotide
sequencing Viral RNA extraction, reverse transcription for the
synthesis of cDNA, PCR amplification with specific primers
of the capside protein region and direct nucleotide sequencing
of the isolates and clones to obtain consensus sequences of the
viral populations were performed as described elsewhere [9].
Phylogenetic inference The 38 sequences of the region coding
for the capside proteins VP1 to VP4 were aligned using the
CLUSTAL X program [29]. For phylogenetic inference, we
used three different methods based on optimality criteria: 
(i) Fitch and Margoliash’s [13] distance-based method (FM),
(ii) maximum-parsimony (MP) analysis [14], and (iii)
maximum-likelihood (ML) procedures [10]. FM trees were
obtained from Jukes and Cantor’s [18] distances, using the
computer programs DNADIST and FITCH from the PHYLIP
package v 3.5 for Windows [12]. Alternative trees were obtained
with the MacClade program v. 3 [21], and compared by the
test for maximum parsimony proposed by Templeton [28] and
developed by Felsenstein [11], and by the test of maximum
likelihood originated by Kishino and Hasegawa [19]. These
tests were performed with the programs DNAPARS and
DNAML, respectively, also from the PHYLIP package.
Phylogenetic analysis
The FMDV genome consists of a positive single-strand RNA
molecule of 8500 nucleotides, which encodes for a single
polyprotein processed by viral proteases into several mature
proteins (for more details see [1]). The region analyzed in
the present study encompassed a 2142 nucleotide segment
coding for the four capside proteins VP4 (partial sequence from
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Fig. 2 Phylogenetic tree of the foot-and-mouth disease virus capside protein sequences inferred by the Fitch and Margoliash’s method [13]. Numbers on the
branches indicate the distances given in nucleotide substitutions per site. Distances were estimated according to the Jukes and Cantor’s method [18]
positions 1 to 213 of the alignment), VP2 (from position 214
to 857), VP3 (858 to 1519) and VP1 (1520 to 2142). A total
of 31 of the 38 sequences analyzed were different and yielded
2142 nucleotide positions in the alignment because there were
no insertions/deletions. In the alignment, 78 variable sites
(3.6%) were observed, of which 34 were phylogenetically
informative (1.6%). Of the variable sites, 22 corresponded to
first codon positions (13 of them being informative), 18 to
second codon positions (11 informative), and 38 to third codon
positions (10 informative). Of the inferred amino acid positions,
35 were variable (out of 714), of which 21 were informative.
To perform phylogenetic analysis based on distances, the
Jukes and Cantor’s [18] method of distance estimation was
applied to correct for superimposed nucleotide substitutions.
These distances (data not shown) were used to obtain the Fitch-
Margoliash (FM) tree depicted in Fig. 2. Equally maximum
parsimonious (MP) and maximum likelihood (ML) trees, shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, were derived from the sequence
alignment. With the maximum-parsimony criterion, four trees
requiring the same mutational steps were obtained, one of them
presenting the same topology as the ML tree. These four trees
only differed in the alternative positions of two ambiguous
mutations.
The five topologies obtained with the three optimality
criteria methods of phylogenetic inference (FM, MP and ML)
corresponded to a similar phylogenetic reconstruction 
(Figs. 2, 3 and 4). In fact, two methods of testing whether
alternative topologies are significantly better or worse, one
based on maximum-likelihood [19] and the other based on
maximum parsimony [12, 28], indicated that the five topologies
were not significantly different (results not shown). However,
the same tests suggested that the real tree was significantly
worse than the five phylogenetic reconstructions for explaining
the evolution of the sequences under study.
Although the reconstructed trees were not completely
congruent with the “history” of the isolates generated under
controlled experimental conditions, some of the discrepancies
can be easily explained. Only one of 20 sequences from the
series H clones, each one generated after 30 plaque to plaque
transfers of the isolate C-S8c1p113, directly derived from the
consensus sequence of this isolate (Figs. 2, 3 and 4). However,
as the sequences under study corresponded to consensus
sequences (obtained from direct sequencing of the RT-PCR
amplification products) of the viral population presented in the
different isolates, these phylogenetic results can be explained
by the existence in the population of at least 4 or 5 viral genomes
at high frequencies. Of these, the most frequent corresponded
to the consensus sequence of the isolate 
C-S8c1p113, and the other three or four corresponded to the
ancestral sequences (nodes) connecting the clones of the series
H in the alternative reconstructed trees. These ancestral
sequences were probably generated during massive passages
and fixed during plaque-to-plaque transfers. Of course, this
explanation is correct only if several parallel changes (shared
between sequences) occur in different lineages leading to H
clones, but the alternative hypothesis would require many
convergent changes in several lineages. This is quite unlikely
despite the possibility that one of them could have occurred
according to the most parsimonious reconstruction.
This situation is in contrast to the sequences of the series
P clones, also obtained after 30 plaque-to-plaque transfers but
forming the original clone C-S8c1 (Fig. 1). In this case, none
of the clones shared an ancestor different from the C-S8c1
consensus sequence, which was totally congruent with the star
radiation of the clones in the experimental protocol. As such,
this was indicative of a much lower variability in the viral
population from the original clone C-S8c1 than in the viral
population from isolate C-S8c1p113. Therefore, the increase
of variability in the C-S8c1p113 population would have
occurred during the 113 massive passages.
Polymorphism in the viral population can also explain the
relationships among sequences from isolates Rp99, Rp146,
R100, VR100, and the three series L-S (Figs. 1 to 4). Only the
existence of several variants in the viral populations present in
the isolates allows the interpretation of discrepancies between
the real tree and the phylogenetic reconstructions, but in the
present case this polymorphism was present in viral populations
from persistently infected host cells. Thus, the fact that
sequences P100S1, S2, S3 and P100L1, L2, L3 shared more
than one common ancestor indicate the existence of
polymorphism in the viral population R100 or VR100 (obtained
after 100 passages in persistently infected cells and after an
extra cytolytic infection, respectively) from which the three
parallel series L-S were initiated. Also, at least three and two
variants should be present in the viral population from isolates
Rp99 and VR100, respectively, to explain the results of the
phylogenetic analysis.
Analysis of nucleotide substitutions
It can be observed that the four most parsimonious trees differed
in the position of two ambiguous nucleotide sites (Fig. 3). These
two sites were ambiguous because, according to the trees, they
experienced either two parallel changes or a substitution and
its corresponding reversion during the evolution of the
experimental viral populations. However, these were not the
only convergences (we use the term “convergence” to include
both parallel and reverse changes according to Doolittle [8])
which occurred during this evolutionary process. Thus, another
striking incongruence between the real experimental tree and
the phylogenetic inferences was the position of the consensus
sequence HRp100, which, although derived from the antibody-
treated isolate HR, appeared in the parsimonious trees clustered
with the “persistence” lineage. This HRp100 sequence only
shared one single nucleotide substitution with HR, causing the
replacement of His to Arg in the antigenic region A of the VP1
capside protein selected by the antibody SD6. However,
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Fig. 4 Maximum likelihood tree of the foot-and-mouth disease virus capside protein sequences. Numbers on the branches are the maximum likelihood distance
estimates given in nucleotide substitutions per site
Fig. 3 Maximum parsimony tree of the foot-and-mouth disease virus capside protein sequences. Numbers on the branches correspond to absolute nucleotide
substitutions between isolates. Numbers in italics indicate alternative substitutions due to ambiguous changes. The combination of these two ambiguous changes
generates the four equally parsimonious trees
HRp100 shared 4 parallel nucleotide substitutions with the
sequences of the isolates of the persistence lineage, which
explains why they were clustered together in the trees.
Moreover, these changes were also nonsynonymous
substitutions causing three amino acid replacements (two of
them occurred in the first and second positions of the same
codon).
The only alternative hypothesis to the convergent evolution
would be the pre-existence of the postulated common ancestor
of HRp100-persistence lineage together with C-S8c1 in the
initial viral population. Then, when an aliquot of the initial
population was taken, two rare variants having the replacement
His-Arg were selected by the treatment with antibody SD6,
one of them proceeding from the viral population of isolate 
C-S8c1 (corresponding to sequence HR) and the other from
the postulated ancestral population “HRp100-persistence”
(corresponding to sequence Hrp100). The first was more
frequent just after SD6 treatment and the second became more
frequent after massive passages. On the other hand, the
postulated ancestor also increased its frequency in the
persistence lineage. However, this hypothesis requires the
presence of a rich polymorphism in the initial C-S8c1 viral
population (4 replacement substitutions between both variants),
which as already mentioned, was not observed, according to
the comparison of the polymorphisms in series P and H (see
above). Moreover, other 11 convergences (parallel or reverse
changes) are also required to explain the evolution of the
persistence lineage, and this abundance of convergences
supports the parallel substitution hypothesis for explaining the
position of HRp100 in the inferred trees.
A detailed analysis of the nucleotide substitutions which
occurred during the experimental evolution of FMDV yielded
interesting results. The average numbers of nucleotide
substitutions per passage were 0.05 and 0.07 (both ranging
from 0 to 0.13) in the thirty plaque-to-plaque transfers of
series H and P, respectively; 0.06 (from 0.04 to 0.07) in the
113 massive passages from C-S8c1 to C-S8c1p113; 0.08 in
the 100 massive passages from HR to HRp100; 0.06 in the
100 massive passages from C-S8c1p113 to Marls; and 0.20
(from 0.15 to 0.24) in the 100 passages of persistently infected
cells from C-S8c1 to R100-VR100 (including the
substitutions observed in the ancestors of series L-S, which
must have occured during persistence, as deduced above).
That is, assuming equal absolute times for a massive passage,
a plaque-to-plaque transfer and a passage in persistently
infected cells, the rate of substitutions (per absolute time)
was more than twice higher in the persistence lineage than
in the massive passages.
Moreover, the number of convergences required to explain
the evolution of the FMDV sequences was 0 (out of 19
nucleotide substitutions) in series P, 2 (out of 29) in series H,
and 14 (out of 39) in the persistence lineage. Finally, the
proportions of nonsynonymous substitutions were 36.8% in
series P, 51.7% in series H, and 61.5% in the persistence lineage.
When the nonsynonymous nucleotide substitutions were
mapped on the codon positions where they occurred, a particular
distribution was observed. Nonsynonymous nucleotide
substitutions were observed to be more or less randomly
distributed along the four capside proteins in series P and H,
with no more than 2–3 mutations located in intervals of less
than 10 codon positions. However, the persistence lineage
mutations mainly concentrated within two narrow regions, 9
(out of 24) nonsynonymous substitutions occurred within an
interval of 8 codons located at the amino terminal end of VP3,
and 8 other substitutions took place in a 9-codon length interval
located within the antigenic site A of capside protein VP1.
Experimental phylogenetics
Our study has demonstrated that experimental phylogenetics
is a feasible way to test not only the accuracy of phylogenetic
methods but also to simulate and understand evolutionary
processes that organisms undergo under different population
dynamics. Thus, in the present study, we have demonstrated
how the presence of different variants in a viral population
subjected to different population dynamics, in which diverse
evolutionary mechanism may be acting, can explain changes
in their frequencies.
Our results suggest that FMDV (C-S8c1) obtains genetic
variation during massive passages and generates a large amount
of mutants that become more frequent in the viral population.
This observation could be supported by the concept of
metapopulation dynamics which maintains that a local infection
leads to spatially structured populations that are aggregates of
smaller subpopulations whose local population dynamics are
influenced by interpopulation migration [15]. Thus, during
massive passages, two types of viral populations can 
be distinguished: one composed of viral particles with 
higher competition capability to obtain resources, which 
become dominant, and other subpopulations with different 
genetic variants maintained in low proportions within the
metapopulation.
Underlying the use of molecular data is the assumption that
convergent evolution is statistically unimportant, that is, that
identical independent changes in different lineages are not
common enough to obscure the true historical signal [8, 26].
However, our study shows the relevance of convergence during
the evolution of FMDV. Convergent evolution has been
previously suggested for FMDV and in other picornaviruses
[2, 23, 24]. Independent lineages could be associated with a
restrictive tolerance for accepting nucleotide substitutions as
a result of functional and structural constraints [7, 30]. The
analysis of phenotypic characteristics of FMDV demonstrated
that phenotypic traits, acquired by R100 in the course of its
persistence in BHK-21 cells, reverted completely or partially
during the cytolytic infection to VR100 [5]. Several studies
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also demonstrated that during the cytolytic passage from R100
to VR100, the new viral population become hypervirulent and
that this hypervirulence was maintained and further accentuated,
possibly due to a rapid completion of the infectious cycle and
an increased rate of cell death [6, 22].
As observed, the vast majority of the convergent evolution
occurred in the persistence lineage during both the persistence
and the subsequent cytolytic infections. Convergent evolution
may indicate the beneficial effects of some substitutions,
although mutation pressure and functional constraints alone
are unlikely to cause a meaningful increase in substitution
frequency, and consequently, the plausible alternative would
be selection. The accumulation of substitutions in a small
number of codons also supports the role of selection as an
explaination of the evolutionary process of this lineage. Further
analyses are needed to confirm or discard positive selection
acting on FMDV.
As a final conclusion, experimental phylogenetics may
provide valuable insights into the relationships between different
virus strains and into the main evolutionary processes acting
on them. These kinds of studies could have enormous
importance from an epidemiological standpoint for determining
the origin of epidemic events and the mechanisms acting on
viral variability. Our study suggests that the real evolutionary
history could be misinterpreted as a result of the action of
evolutionary forces generating and modulating genetic variation.
This variance could be accentuated during interhost transmission
since an intrahost environment is less heterogeneous, temporally
and spatially, than the interhost one. Therefore, in virusal
infections, the high degree of mutation and generation of further
genetic variants should be taken into account since this high
mutation rates could generate convergence of genotypic or
phenotypic traits and, consequently, obscure the relationships
between different strains.
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